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QUESTION ONE 30 MARKS 

a) J.F. Stonner defines Management as the process of planning, organizing, staffing, 

leading and controlling the efforts of workers and of using organizational resources. 

What are the four factors reflected in this definition?       ( 8 marks ) 

b) Define planning .           (2 marks) 

c) Differentiate between the following as used in management giving one advantage of 

each. 

i. centralization  

ii.  decentralization 

     (5 marks) 

d) Outline five objectives of controlling.              ( 5 marks) 

e) Explain five basis/ forms of power.          (5 marks) 

f) Outline five reasons why organisations prefer internal recruitment.   ( 5 marks) 

 

QUESTION TWO 20 MARKS 

a) Retention is the process of ensuring that the workers are highly motivated so that 

they work with the firm for a long time without wishing to leave for other places. 

Explain five factors that contribute to retention in an organization.    (10 marks) 

b) Describe the five steps followed in decision making process.      ( 10 marks) 

 

QUESTION THREE 20 MARKS 

a) Planning is the most important task for any manager for it sets out what is to be done 

to reduce conflict and confusion. What are the principles of planning? (10 marks) 

b) Explain five types of organisational structures.          ( 10 marks) 

 

QUESTION FOUR 20 MARKS 

a) Explain five importance of planning.             ( 10 marks) 

b) Outline any five roles of a supervisor in an organization.           ( 5 marks) 

c) Co-ordination is developing an integrated and orderly pattern of group efforts to 

realize a common goal. Outline any five importance of co-ordination.   (5 marks)  

 


